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"It had to be done; somebody had to be first. We helped pave the
way not only for our own children, but also for all the others who
came behind us. And that made it all worthwhile."

Art abounds inside and around Jones Hall. Pictured above is a
collage of just some of the samples of graphic design, interior
design and architecture adorning that building's corridors
and exterior. A gallery unto itself, Jones Hall exhibits the vital
contribution the schools within make to the excellence found at
the University of Memphis. Photography by Lindsey Lissau.
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to become our leaders of tomorrow. Read about the U of M's
Emerging Leaders program on page 21. Photography by
Lindsey Lissau. Illustration by A. Christopher Drown.
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U of M increases Millington presence
The University of Memphis continued its
aggressive expansion into outlying areas
while taking aim at increasing overall U of M
enrollment with the opening of the second
phase of the Millington Center in October.

Dear University of Memphis alumni, friends, faculty, staff and student readers:

This new addition of the facility provides
40,000 sq. ft. on the ground floor of the

n this issue of The University of Memphis Magazine, Ihad the opportunity to be
erviewed by our editor, Greg Russell. Pausing to reflect on the last five years was a
worthy professional and personal endeavor. While I take great pride in our University
and our many accomplishments, I am equally excited about the great possibilities for
our future, particularly as we look forward to our 100th anniversary in 2012.
Accomplishing our aggressive goals for 2012 in terms of students, faculty, research,
resources and facilities will take much alumni and community support, telling our

j

stories, as well as helping others see the values higher education brings to
society. At the University of Memphis, we also aggressively seek administrators, faculty

|

ff who are deeply committed to higher education's role in improving society,
nowledgeable in their fields and respectful of and engaged with other disciplines, and

|

people who are not modest about celebrating the success stories of their colleagues,

!

their students and our University.

former Navy Hospital. It will hold 26 class
rooms, including two computer labs, four
private study rooms, a long-distance learning
room and three rooms that can be combined
to create a 100-seat lecture area. There also
will be office space for administrators and
graduate students.
While the Center currently offers under
graduate and graduate courses, the facility's
.. , u k M r
,
thatowontn
director, Herb McCree, hopes that eventu-

D r . R a i n e s joinedMillington civic leaders and Naval personnel in cuttingthe ribbon for the openjpg of the |atest addition of theMillington Center. The latest phase adds 26 classrooms and office

ally it will become home to grant-funded

space to the facility,

research projects, extended learning classes
and a small-business incubator program.
The $4 million renovation is the second major expansion the U of M has completed since it assumed control of the 38 acres of the former

I am fortunate to have a team of leaders who serve as my President's Council, who
exemplify these characteristics. They are: Provost Ralph Faudree, Vice President for
Student Affairs -Rosie Phillips Bingham, Wee President for Business and Finance -

U.S. Navy property in December 2002. In 2004, the 13,000 sq. ft. Willis Hall opened with 10 classrooms and two computer labs.
The Millington site currently has 630 students enrolled. As expansion continues, the facility will be able to accommodate 6,000 students.
In the third phase, the University will renovate the former hospital's upper floors for use as classrooms and research facilities.

Charles Lee, Vice President, CIO and Chairman of the FedEx Institute - Douglas Hurley,
Vice President for Advancement - Julie Johnson, and Athletic Director - R.C. Johnson.
On a personal note, my husband, Bob, and I are often asked how we keep such a

Alumni Association online store now open

ectic schedule. We can keep our hectic schedules because we enjoy seeing students
whether in concerts, research sessions or on the playing field or court. Our
ives ave been personally and professional wrapped around education. Dr. Bob, as
e is affectionately called by many at the University, shares my commitment to higher
education, where he spent his career, and I am most appreciative of his encouragement
to me and to our students.
Please join me in a look toward our future and creating, by 2012, one of America's

Alumni Association membership at the University of Memphis has
increased 60 percent since 2005. What better way for members to
show their True Blue spirit than by purchasing and proudly wearing
or displaying official Alumni Association merchandise?
The U of M Alumni Association's online store is debuting this
month with about 12 items. The merchandise, from Champion

Awards, can be ordered with the official Alumni Association logo, or
with logos from individual alumni clubs and chapters.
"With the University of Memphis Alumni Association enjoying its
largest membership in history, we are excited to provide this service
to our alumni, friends and fans," said Tammy Hedges, executive
director of the Alumni Association and director of Alumni and Con
stituent Relations. 'True Blue Tiger Wear is a must have for game

great metropolitan research universities.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

ALUMNI.

Shirley G Raines,
President

day and for alumni events."
Eventually the online store will expand its inventory with items
for the office, such as day planners and desk sets. A portion of the
proceeds goes back to the Alumni Association.
To checkout the selection, visit gotigersonline.com.
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From hard knocks to financial responsibility
Many Tennesseans' first exposure to "financial literacy education"
comes from the school of hard knocks -a bounced check, massive
credit card debt, even phone calls from debt collectors. A unique
partnership among the University of Memphis, First Tennessee and
the State of Tennessee seeks to change that through a new initiative
called Smart Tennessee.

and borrowing. A parents' guide is included so parents can learn

financial literacy education across the state at various levels of K-12
instruction. Utilizing the Financial Fitness for Life curriculum developed
by the National Council on Economic Education, children in Tennes
see s public schools will receive specific financial literacy instruction
in grades 1, 4, 7 and 12. The recurring theme in this activities-based
program is the importance of managing money -saving, spending

The University of Memphis has been named to the first President's Higher

simultaneously with their children. The curriculum is directly tied to

Education Community Service Honor Roll for distinguished community

state and national education standards in math, reading and social

service by the school and its students in assisting Gulf Coast communities

studies.

devastated by Hurricane Katrina. Of more than 500 colleges and universities

Sponsored by First Tennessee, with additional first-year support
from the State, Smart Tennessee will begin as a pilot program this

Smart Tennessee is a first-of-its-kind effort designed to infuse

U of M honored for Katrina relief efforts

that applied, only 141 were selected for this honor.
The U of M helped more than 300 students who were left without a

year in grades 1 and 4 in elementary schools in Memphis, Nashville

school to attend after the hurricane hit the Gulf Coast region just over a year

and Knoxville, with plans underway to train teacher education candi

ago. Approximately 30 students remain at the University. The U of M offered

dates in Chattanooga. The pilot program will be expanded to reach

financial aid to the displaced students, and the campus community held

middle and high school students in years two and three, and it will

food and clothing drives and a blood drive. A group of U of M students spent

gradually be expanded into other urban and rural communities. At

spring break last March in the Gulf Coast region, removing debris, gutting

full capacity, Smart Tennessee will be able to serve 186 schools

houses and helping rebuild the area.

Campus School kids took part in a clothes drive for Katrina
victims as part of the U of M's overall relief effort.

"I am very proud of our efforts to help them," said U of M President Shirley

annually.

Raines. "That was part of our effort in investing in people."
U of M student Adam Montgomery said participating in the alternative spring break made him realize how fortunate he is. 'To see what

Sweet music to the ears

other people are going through makes you more appreciative of what you have and makes you put your problems in perspective," he said.
The President's Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll is co-sponsored by the Corporation for National and Community Service,
the U.S. Department of Education, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, USA Freedom Corps, and the President's Coun

U of M President Shirley Raines likes to point out

cil on Service and Civic Participation. The recognition is presented in cooperation with Campus Compact, a national coalition of nearly 1,000

that University of Memphis students and graduates are

college and university presidents, and supported by all the major national higher education associations.

winning in national arenas" - placing high in competi
tions all across the country. Add Rudi E. Scheidt School

The numbers keep adding up

of Music grad Alan Burcham to the list.
Burcham placed second in the Rock and Pop
category of the Student Recording Competition at the
Audio Engineering Society (AES) International Conven

Despite higher admission standards and increased competition from local and online

tion in San Francisco last semester. Burcham, who

universities, the University of Memphis increased its enrollment last semester to 20,562, up

earned a Bachelor of Music degree in the School's

from fall 2005's 20,465. Honors and freshman enrollment continues to climb,and enroll

Music Industry Division, was honored for his recording

ment from the Memphis Statistical Area (MSA) is up significantly over that of fall 2005, the

of "A Song for Solomon" by the Memphis group The

first time that in-state tuition at the U of M was made availableto MSA residents.

Silent Parade.

U of M President Shirley Raines is pleased with the upward trends in enrollment.

"We are very proud of Alan," said Dr. Richard Ranta,
dean of the College of Communication and Fine Arts.
"This contest is very competitive and it is quite an

"Our efforts to recruit more honors students — up this year from 990 to 1,270 — and the
Vmu W!
a Colleague after his ^cording of "A Song for Solomon"
hithf Mom h^, .on^mph's gr°uP 1116 s,lent Parade earned him a second place showing in the
Student Recording Competition presented by the Audio Engineering Society.

increased visibility of internships and scholarships led to greater student enrollment," she
said. The MSA program also contributed to our overall enrollment growth."

honor to be accepted as a finalist He was competing

First-time freshman enrollment at the end of late registration was 2,161, continuing an

with some of the finest audio schools in the world."

upward trend in the number of first-time freshmen enrolling at the University.
Of the 20,562 students currently enrolled, 15,984 are undergraduates, 4,169 are gradu

The u of M in its secondyear with an official student section of the AES, panicipated in student recording competitions with schools from
aotss the globe ,ndud,ngMcGill Unieasjy (Canada), TokyoIWonal Uniwtrshy of Fine Am and Music Tonmeister Instate (Germany, The
lnd"na

°'Hartford'

Cdansk

ate students and 409 are law students.
U of M students receiving the Tennessee State Lottery scholarship this fall number 3,157

°< ^""logy, University of Miami and the University for

altogether, with 1,361 of that number being 2006 high school graduates.
lhe Audio Engineering Societyis the only professional society detroted exclusively to audio technology.Each year professionals from

The number of students enrolled in the Regents Online Degree Program through the U of

around the world attend the annual conference to participate in workshops and tutorials.
4

M stands at 1,337.
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Leveling the playing field

surprised a few people that a woman can

haven't run across before and once they

talk football.

realize I'm the contact, it's like 'Oh, OK.'"

"I had one guy tell me that he thought
College football has traditionally been
known as a guy's game.
Jennifer Rodrigues is one of a few
women changing that landscape, though.

are currently only 13 women working as

ern Arizona University and two years as an

Despite that low number, Rodrigues has

assistant at Mississippi State before coming
to the U of M.

"I always felt like I had the staffs full

legiate sports at the U of M. As the primary
football contact, Rodrigues handles footballrelated media requests, game-day opera
tions and all publications (media guides,
press kits, etc.) for the program along with a
number of other duties.
"This isn't a typical 9-to-5 job," said
Rodrigues. 'This job isn't the same thing
every day. Different challenges are always
popping up."
Rodrigues was introduced to the media
relations field during her senior year of high
school. She had won a Louisiana Sports
Writers Association scholarship and was
planning on attendingthe University of

6

I'll say that I am the director.
"Stories like that just crack me up
because we've come so far and I'm not the

She said she believes that more women
will be in director positions over time, but
for her it has never been about being a
woman in a male-dominated industry.

only female out there. It's happened a lot

"Before long I expect it will even out a

with older male media members or older

bit, but I've never really felt uncomfortable,"

male coaches because when they were

said Rodrigues. "I'm just doing something

coming up, there weren't a lot of females.

that I love to do."

And most of the time, it is just someone I

-byJ.D. Wilson

primarily handled women's sports and

Orleans native. "I've known some women

She and her staff are responsible for the

someone that can talk about football,' and

"Being a woman hasn't been an issue

While at Mississippi State, Rodrigues

support the whole time," said the New

publicity and promotion of the 18 intercol

normal."

one year as a full-time assistant at North

not felt slighted at the University.

situation I am in."

from the top down. Ifs always been pretty

say that's me, and they'll say, 'No. I want

After graduating from college, she spent

Writer's Association directory.

consider myself very blessed to be in the

and want to talk to the football contact. I'll

have done."

across the country, according to the Football

they end up going to another school so I

at all. Everybody has been so respectful

went. It was probably the best thingI could

both director and football contact in the

be and that pushes them out of football or

a member of the national media will call

experience though. You had to learn as you

119 Division l-A athletic departments

ent mindset about what his contact should

has happened two or three times where

the teams and produced the media guides.

was at work. I really got a huge amount of

contact at the University of Memphis. There

football coaches that maybe have a differ

stats. She wrote the releases, traveled with

"Basically, as soon as I was out of class, I

media relations and the primary football

in this field that have run across tough

I was the secretary," said Rodrigues. "It

Essentially, it was a full-time job.

Rodrigues serves as the director of athletic

But Rodrigues has not found any of those
issues while at the U of M.

two sports. She worked the games, keeping

Jennifer Rodrigues and daughter Ally before a
Tiger football game. Rodrigues is among only
a handful of female football sports informa
tion directors at NCAA Div. I schools.

knew she would not be able to achieve her
career goal of becoming a director.
"There wasn't a lot of room for advance
ment. I knew there were several guys

Southwestern Louisiana (now Louisiana-

ahead of me that had been there for a long

Lafayette) when she received a phone

time. I knew I would never get out of doing

call from Dan McDonald, the USL sports

women's basketball or softball, and I have

information director at the time.

always wanted to be the director at a Divi

"I got the call over the summer, and Dan
asked if I wanted to work in sports informa

sion Iprogram."
Rodrigues had known the U of M media

tion," said Rodrigues. "I told him I'd give it a

relations staff from her experience. When

shot. I didn't know what it was, but I'll try."

an assistant position opened up, she

The transition to student assistant was a
quick one.
"Within two weeks of arriving on campus,
they sent me on the road with volleyball,"
said Rodrigues. "It was kind of like trial by

applied and was on her way to Memphis.
"It was just something I thought I might
eventually be able to make something
more of what I was doing."
In 2004 Rodrigues was promoted to

fire, but it was the best experience I could

director and also took over the primary role

have ever gotten."

for football.

Along with the volleyball program,

"Honestly, I didn't think it would ever

Rodrigues worked with the nationally

happen. I never thought I'd get this oppor

ranked softball team while assisting with the

tunity because everybody that I was running

football team. Instead of answering phones

across was male."

and making copies, she was responsible
for all the media relations duties for her

Even though her time at the U of M
has been relatively smooth, Rodrigues has

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

In early October, members of the Lady Tiger tennis team volunteered as "Walk Encouragers" for participants in the Ninth Annual Buddy Walk, which benefits the Down Syndrome
Association of Memphis and the Mid-South. The event raised $120,063 in donations, which
will go to support families with newborn babies with Down Syndrome. Pictured (left to right)
are: Head Coach Charlotte Peterson, Flavia Russo, Dara Toulch, Alex Tjioe, Ekin Zafir, Christina

12^ Briefs
Brooks Monaghan's Lady Tiger
soccer squad had perhaps the best
season in its history, making it to the
semifinals of the C-USA tournament
while recording an 11-6-3 record along
the way. Senior Shoko Mikami was
named all-conference first team while
sophomore Kate Murphy was tabbed
second team Maiko Higashiyama
was named the league's Newcomer of
the Year.
it The men's soccer team set a
single-season attendance record and
reached as high as No. 14 in the polls
before Richie Grant's youthful squad
slumped late in the season to finish 108-0 and a first-round exit in the G-USA
tournament. Junior Kevin Walsh was
named conference Newcomer of the
Year while being selected as a secondteam all-conference performer. Jamie
Gilbert, the lone senior on the squad,
was a third-team selection.
it On the strength of a win in junior
women's air rifle and a second place fin
ish in women's air rifle at the 2006 USA
Shooting Rifle and Pistol National Cham
pionships, rising sophomore Jessica
Jasis of the Tigers rifle squad earned a
spot on the U.S. National Team.

it The men's cross country team
finished eighth out of eight teams
while the women recorded a disap
pointing 10th place finish at the C-USA
cross country championships in Kevin
Robinson's and Michael Power's first
year as coaches. Memphis sophomore
Emily Malinowski took the top time
of any Lady Tiger with a 19:42 and a
35th place overall finish in the women's
5k event.
it The women's volleyball team
enjoyed one of its better seasons with
a 23-7 overall mark (at press time) and
9-5 record in conference play. Memphis
finished the season 14-3 at home.
For the latest in Tiger
and Lady Tiger sports, visit
http://gotigersgo.collegesports.com

Wieser, Marjorie Ondeck and Amanda Brown.
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BY ELIZABETH JANE WALKER

Eight who
changed history
It had to be done; somebody had to be first. We helped pave the way not only for our own children,
but also for all the others who came behind us. And that made it all worthwhile."

They were the best and the brightest —

metaphor all too well, as she contemplate

"We will limit the enrollment to

eight brilliant young scholars brandishing

the contrast between past and present at

shiny, new diplomas from high schools

white students ... until the State Board

the University of Memphis.

of Education instructs me to admit

throughout Memphis. This select group of
valedictorians and salutatorians and other
high-achieving graduates should have
plunged headfirst into college life, pledg

"The University then and now is like
night and day," she says. "It's like an
awakening."
Johnson and seven other men and

them," then-President J. Millard Smith
proclaimed in 1954, the year the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled separate education
to be inherently unequal.

ing sororitiesand fraternities, heading

women recently returned to the U of M

honor societies, leading social organiza

to be honored for their roles in integrat

tions. But in 1959, they chose a different

would never go to school at Memphis

ing what was then known as Memphis

path ... one fraught with loneliness and

State while he was president," recalls

State University. In addition to Johnson,

Bertha Rogers Looney. "We entered

anxiety, solitude and apprehension.

the group, known as the "Memphis State

the University in 1959; he resigned in

the course of history at the University of

Eight," consists of Eleanor Gandy (BA
'63; MEd '66), Marvis LaVerne Kneeland

Memphis.

the current president, Dr. Shirley Raines,

Jones (BSEd '74; MEd '76), Bertha

personally welcomed us to campus

Rogers Looney (BA '79), Rose Blakney-

recently. You see the contrast?"

It was a sacrifice that would change

A thousand midnights
"When our days become dreary with
low-hovering clouds and our nights
become darker than a thousand mid
nights, we will know that we are living in
the creative turmoil of a genuine civiliza
tion struggling to be born," predicted Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. when he delivered
his Nobel Prize acceptance speech.
Sammie Burnett Johnson understands that

Love, Luther McClellan (BS '62), Ralph
Prater and John Simpson.
These students were vilified and

"Dr. Millard Smith said that blacks

January of 1960. So I was amazed when

The road to integration
Even though the Supreme Court

ostracized when they set foot on campus.

handed down its landmark ruling in 1954,

Forty-seven years later, administrators,

petitions flew and court battles contin

staff and students welcomed them with a

ued to rage in Tennessee for five more

respect verging on reverence. The irony

years. Finally, the Memphis branch of the

was not lost on Johnson and her fellow

NAACP recruited some of the city's top

students.

African-American scholars to apply to
Memphis State University. "At first there
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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was no entrance exam at Memphis State,"

body. "No one had anything to say to me,"

recalls the kindness of Dr. Victor Feisal,

talked to the other students, because they

explains Looney. "It was instituted as a

he says. "If I went to a table in the library

her biology professor. "He went out of his

were all very nice to me. So that instruc

way of keeping blacks out." The students

where students were already sitting, they

way to help me," she says. "For instance,

tor made my experience in his class a

who passed this test and agreed to enroll

would immediately get up and leave, and

one day he took the time to sit down with

very positive one."

became known as the "Memphis State

I would end up with the whole table to

me and show me how to study my biology

Eight." Not all of them were thrilled at

Fast forward

myself. It was certainly frustrating, and

assignments."

the prospect of attending the University.

we all felt a sense of isolation during our

"I was salutatorian at Hamilton High

stay at Memphis State."

School, and the counselors asked if I

Eleanor Gandy says she was deter

Johnson recalls one professor who
attempted to make her experience as
positive as possible. "He was open to the

were interested in taking the Memphis

mined to make the most of her educa

idea of desegregation," she says, "and

State entrance exam," recalls LaVerne

tional opportunity, in spite of the snubs.

he told me, 'Sit wherever you choose in

Kneeland Jones. "I said, 'No, I'm not.' I

"If there were no seating assignments in a

class.'" Then the professor announced

had a scholarship to go to another college

class, the students would leave the seats

that the class would be taking a field trip

in another city. But my dad said, 'I can't

empty all around us," she says. "It was

to Mississippi. Johnson's stress levels

provide transportation or money once you

like they had put me in another room so

get to that school. So I think you need to

that I could hear the class, but not par

enter Memphis State. You deserve to go

ticipate. Although I certainly noticed this

skyrocketed. "I was really afraid, being
the only black person on a bus going into
Mississippi," she says, "but the instruc

practice, I wasn't deeply affected by it.

tor set the tone for that trip, too. He said,

After all, everyone in that classroom was

'You're going to be all right; nothing is
going to happen to you.' Evidently he had

there as much as anybody else does.'"
In the 1950s, African-American
families wishing to send their children
to a state-supported college had only one

The members of the Memphis State Eight,
left to right, in 1959: (front row) Bertha Rogers Looney, Man/is LaVerne Kneeland Jones, Rose Blakney-Love, Sammie Burnett Johnson and Luther McClellan; (back row) John
Simpson, Eleanor Gandy and Ralph Prater.

choice: Tennessee State University in
were some real possibilities that some

expressed to the eight of us during ori

cost could be prohibitive. In addition to

very dangerous things could occur," he

entation that they did not want us there,"

underwriting transportation and tuition

says, "but we were anxious to get an

says Looney.

expenses, the student would have to pay

education, and to get that education at a

for room and board. "This was a tremen
dous disservice to the black families in

Jones and Looney watched students drive

recalls one instance in which a white

by, horns blaring and Confederate flags

student from Mississippi invited her to

The cadre of students encountered

unfurled. "Actually, we sort of expected

attend a concert with her. Jones also

by today's standards. "We were told what

never did happen."

den on them in order for their children to

to do, what to wear, where to go," Prater

get state-supported educations. Our fami

says. "But more than anything we were

lies were also paying taxes,and a portion

told what we couldn't do."

recall being tense and anxious the day
they arrived on campus. "I wasn't afraid,
but I was apprehensive," explains Rose
Blakney-Love. "I didn't fear thatsomeone
would attack us, but there was a lot of
tension."
Prater admits experiencing a certain
amount of fear. "We had no idea what
might happen, and we knew that there

degrees elsewhere. In the ensuing years,
all eight excelled in their chosen profes
sions, with most of their progeny also
completing undergraduate, master's and
doctoral degrees.
The University celebrated the accom
plishments of the Memphis State Eight
continued on page 26

Occasionally, members of the Memphis

ing to take the chances that we did."

begin with, so this created an extra bur

Most of the Memphis State Eight

choosing instead to complete their

State Eight encountered professors and

reasonable cost. Therefore, we were will

more harassment," Jones says, "but it

Rules and more rules

had never graduated from the University,

The other aspects didn't matter to me."

students who gave them hope. Gandy

rules and regulations that seem ludicrous

the cost of operating Memphis State."

Memphis. Several members of the group

ing the same instructional materials. My

On their first couple of days on campus,

Prater. "Most black families were poor to

of those taxes were being used to offset

tion they received at the University of

main interest was in getting that degree.

Nashville. For families in Memphis, the

Memphis and Shelby County,"says Ralph

listening to the same lecture and receiv

In September of 2006, the Memphis
State Eight were astounded by the recep

The students could not step on campus
before 8 a.m. or after noon. They were
excluded from entering the cafeteria or

In the classroom
Imagine being invisible. That's how
some of the Memphis State Eight explain
the academic environment they encoun
tered. "We had no one to communicate

student center, and were forbidden to

with in class," Jones says. 'The white

participate in ROTC or physical educa

students were indifferent and ignored us

tion classes. One restroom on the entire

as if we weren't there."

campus was allotted to the group's women
and one to the men."Each of us had a

call on me when I would raise my hand,"

"I had one instructor who would never

state trooper who was assigned to walk

Johnson recalls. "I got used to it. I contin

with us from class to class," Prater says.

ued to raise my hand in spite of that, even

The administration provided the eight
students with a separate orientation
session and registered them for all their
classes. 'The administration more or less

Plainclothes police escorted members of the Memphis
State Eight to dasses; they were told they could not go to
the school's cafeteria or to thestudent center. By 1962, the
University's African-American enrollment had risen to 53. "We
are proud of the role we played in integrating the University,"
says Ralph Prater, who went on to a distinguished 26-year
career as a corporate attorney for Chevron.

though I knew that I would be treated as
invisible."
Prater uses the term "benign neglect"
to characterize the attitude of the student

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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From
vision to reality:
A question and answer with
President Shirley Raines

The University of Memphis is rapidly approaching an important milestone in 2012,
its 100th anniversary. As we approach that important date, University President Shirley C. Raines takes a
look back at her first five years in office and details goals of the University, including how it will accomplish
its ambition to become one of America's top metropolitan research universities.

Dr. Raines, you have set forth an
ambitious goal for the U of M to become

our students are learning and what society

istrative and academic leaders, as well as

needs.

longtime staff members. In addition to

recognized as one of America's top metro
politan research institutions. Can you first

our deans, the President's Couna'l works
To make the University's visionbecome

with me in investing their knowledge and

tell us where we are now and how we have

a reality, youmention investing in people,

expertise in planning and stewardingour

achieved that designation?

building productivepartnerships and cre

operations and our growth. Provost Ralph

The University of Memphis is already a

ating interdisciplinary initiatives. When

Faudree contributes his vast knowledge

great metropolitan research university as

you say, "invest inpeople," what do you

of academics. Rosie Bingham, the Vice

recognized by the Carnegie Foundation

mean and why is this important?

President for Student Affairs, is invaluable

for the Advancement of Teaching. This

The University is in the people business,

to us as she leads our efforts in student

Foundation designates Research I or

whether we are talking about students, fac

Doctoral Extensive universities. There are

ulty, administrators or staff. The University

three in the state of Tennessee: Vanderbilt

benefits from an esprit de corps where all

University, the Universityof Tennessee at

finance, and Doug Hurley, withhis strength

of us understand that we have an invest

in cutting-edge technology, both are criti

Knoxville and the U of M. The University

ment in our students' success. We strive to

achieved this designation because of the

cal members of the leadership team. Julie

promote collaboration across the University

number and variety of doctoral degrees we

by focusing on a common vision and
achievable goals.

confer and the amount of research dollars
we obtain each year. Moving forward, we

The first investment in people is an

learning through engagement and involve
ment. Charles Lee, with his vast expertise in

Johnson leads our Advancement division
with a focus on the future resources ofthe
University. R.C. Johnson works tirelessly to
direct the Department of Athletics indevel

must not only keep growingour research

investment in the right people to lead the

and graduate programs, but also connect

oping our student-athletes and teamsto rep

University. We are fortunate to have a dis

the new knowledge we obtain to what

resent us well. These leaders, along withthe

tinguished and dedicated team of admin

deans, make a great management team.
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Another "investment in people" is a

Our strategy is to target and capitalize on

new tomb in the Valley of the Kings as a

financial one; therefore, we have increased

both the strengths and the issues of our

part of the Amenmesse Tomb Project This

funding for scholarships, endowed profes

metropolitan community. Many of these

discovery, emanating from the Center of

sorships and Chairs of Excellence. We strive

opportunities and challenges have implica

to provide resources and quality experi

tions nationally and globally. For example,

was the first of its kind in the past century

ences for our students' learning.

the strengths in our community include

and lay just five meters from the tomb of

healthcare, medical devices, transportation

King Tutankhamun.

In addition, we invest in people by pro

Excellence in Egyptian Art and Archaeology,

viding opportunities for staff to continue

and global distribution, music and perform

their professional training as they seek

ing arts, as well as a growing strength in

at the national level, it increases our image

advanced degrees. Our investments in

biosciences. The challenges faced by our

and reputation. For example, Audiology and

people are the very bedrock of creating a

community provide the University with

Speech-Language Pathology are ranked

great university.

research opportunities in education, cyber

8th and 13th, respectively, by U.S. News

security, technology innovation, supply

and World Report. The Psychology pro

chain management, community building,

gram is ranked eighth in external funding by
the National Science Foundation, and our

reach even higher. What is our goal by

artificial intelligence, sensors, molecular
biology and bioinformatics, and technology
applications across many businesses.

2012 and why is this level an important

Facing the challenges that confront our

Association. The Mathematics program is

I understand that our $41 million
in research dollars has created a good
environment for research, but we want to

benchmark?
Our goal for 2012 is to obtain annual

community means we are an engaged
research university, partnering with busi

When our academic programs compete

doctoral program in Rhetoric is ranked 13th
nationally by the National Communication
known throughout the world - its Discrete
Mathematics and Combinatorics graduate

research funding of $100 million dollars.

nesses, schools and government, as well as

program is ranked 14th by U.S. News and

This benchmark is generally accepted to be

some of the city's Fortune 500 corporations

World Report. The Fogelman College of

the level at which a university is considered

and many of the best entrepreneurs in our

Business & Economics was recognized by

by national funding agencies and founda

community.

the Princeton Review for its program quality

tions as capable of handling large, signifi
cant grants and contracts. While the dollar

You have said before that you want

amount is significant, our emphasis must

the University to compete at the national

remain on contributing to the knowledge

level. Can you tell us some recent

base that makes possible scientific, techno

successes?

logical and societal breakthroughs.
We obviously will have to generate

and its opportunities for minority students.

recognized as a great metropolitan research

experience. Research-wise, one of our most

University and what will it do for our law

While it is appealing to achieve national

university. The third highlight is our con

visible additions is the FedEx Institute of

students?

rankings, our most important ranking is the

nection to the community through our

Technology, which is the hub of technol

success of our graduates.

ongoing research and academic programs.

ogy for our campus and the community. It

will place our students close to many law

Moving the School of Law downtown

Leading by example, some of our aca

The fourth highlight is the development

is home to academic classes across various

offices and the local, state and federal

demic leaders also compete at the highest

of new instructional programs. Over the

disciplines and 18 research centers and

courts, a unique access to the practice of

cesses. For example, one of our psychology

levels. Provost Ralph Faudree received the

past five years, the University has imple

institutes. To serve our students better, we

graduate students, Andrew Olney, won first

prestigious Euler Medal, awarded annually

mented new academic programs, includ

renovated the old library tower and moved

the profession they are preparing to enter.
Moreover, locating the School of Law

Our students are our greatest suc

more resources to reach this goal. What

place in the freestyle robot competition at

ing Bioinformatics Masters, Biomedical

all student sen/ices to the newly named

library close to many practicing attorneys

type of new resources are we talking

the 20th Annual Conference of Artificial

Applications to a mathematician with a dis

Engineering, Nursing Masters, Health Care

Wilder Tower. With the new Millington

enhances their access to legal information,

about? How will we do this and are we on

Intelligence. Jessica Swan, an undergradu

tinguished lifetime contribution to combina

Administration, International Masters of

which also benefits our community. We

track?

ate sociology major, was chosen as a

by the Institute of Combinatorics and its

torial research. Herff College of Engineering

Business Administration, and Hospitality and

Center, which eventually can host 6,000
students, we have expanded our reach

Truman Scholar for her leadership poten

Dean Richard Warder recently was elected

Resort Management. We have also insti

into outlying areas. Looking toward the

120-year-old historic building while enhanc

awarded funds personnel, various facili

tial, intellectual ability and the likelihood

as Fellow of the American Association for

tuted six graduate certificates in Teaching

future, we are constructing a new University

ing our overall facilities. The building con

ties, equipment and educational costs,

that she will make a difference in society.

the Advancement of Science.

English as a Second Language, Family

Center, which will serve as the hub of

tains four courtrooms that can be used for

Nurse Practitioner, Geographic Information

campus life. We are also acquiring the U.S.

instruction and for our nationally recognized

Systems (GIS), Women's Studies, College

Customs House and Post Office downtown,

moot court team.

Teaching and Leadership and Museum

which will serve as our Cecil C. Humphreys

Studies.

School of Law.

Each research grant or contract we are

which help move us forward with greater

Four of our students have been awarded

resources. The University's infrastructure for

the prestigious Goldwater scholarship for

research includes adding and renovating

science and mathematics. Recently, Erin

facilities, expanding computing capabilities,

Nutter, in regards to academic performance,

For me, the most significant highlight

the establishment of a special research

placed 15th out of over 3,800 graduates of

is assembling the right administrative and

foundation, giving incentives for faculty to

the ROTC program nationwide.

academic leaders to chart our course for

expand their efforts and building the tech
nology transfer operations.

Competing at the highest levels has also

What are some of the other highlights
of the past five years?

The fifth highlight is the construction of
new facilities and renovations to others. The

The move of the School of Law to a

the future. The second is the growing rec

Holiday Inn on campus gives our students

downtown location has been a hot topic in

ognition of what we can accomplish with

in the Wilson School of Hospitality and

the news. Why is this a good move for the

well known is the recent discovery of a

focus and determination as we become

Resort Management a real-world working
WINTER 2007

Why are partnerships important and
what are examples of some of the part

been the clarion call for faculty. The most
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have a unique opportunity to preserve a

nerships we have formed in the past five
years?
Partnerships are relationships that the
University shares with corporations, organi-

zations and community groups. By sharing

Another example is the Methodist Le

resources and working together in research,

Bonheur Healthcare partnership that

academics and outreach, the University can

established the Maurice Elliott Leadership

accomplish much more than if acting alone.

Institute, the Center for Health Care

The University benefits from its partners by

Economics and the Center for Healthcare

learning about the real-world issues and
challenges they face everyday in their busi
nesses, community life and the dilemmas
of living in a complex world. The learning

ous clinics in the area. The focus is on how

experiences in our partnership projects

technology can improve services through

enable our students to face the issues they

better records and management of time,

will face professionally. Our faculty mem

allowing physicians and healthcare provid

bers keep in touch with their professional

ers to give increased attention to patients.

colleagues and community partners who

You just described the FedEx Institute

are greeted by one of the cutting-edge

engineering, the creation of new medical

tution. What exactly does that mean and

of Technology as one of the University's

products created by this talented team of

devices and the development of biosensors

most innovative projects ever. With

scholars — an intelligent kiosk/video guide

for use in disease detection and treatment.

that in mind, the phrase "cutting-edge

that answers your questions using the lat

These are just a few examples of the cut

their focused attention on a particular

research" often surfaces. Is the facility

est in voice recognition software, provides

ting-edge research successes we are build

branch of knowledge or a particular ques

and Technology at the FedEx Institute.

living up to this definition and can you

information on researchers and their work

ing at the FedEx Institute of Technology.

tion. Increasingly, we have recognized that a

Eventually this partnership will expand to

tell me about some of the exciting proj

and guides you to your destination. This

At the same time, the Institute is

thorough understanding of many theoretical

include most of the hospitals and numer

ects goingon there?

software has potential applications in a

actively engaged in economic develop

or real world questions requires knowledge

wide range of business sectors, including

ment initiatives with organizations like

that is broader than a single discipline.

The power of disciplines comes from

Emerge Memphis, BioWorks Foundation

Complete understanding is more likely

and Memphis Tomorrow. Working with

through interdisciplinary work. If we are

collaboration, and partnerships — across

teams are conducting work in robotics,

the University of Memphis Research

relevant in addressing the challenges before

the University and across the community.

bioinformatics, GIS and cyber security at the

Foundation, the Provost and my office, we

society, interdisciplinary work is critical to

lutely lives up to this "cutting-edge" descrip
tion. The Institute is all about innovation,

retail and healthcare environments.
Other computationally intensive research

Designed to foster interdisciplinary, cut

FedEx Institute. Equally important, however,

are refining a formal technology transfer

Baptist Memorial Health Care system. In the

ting-edge research across our campus, the

is the Institute's ability to serve as a catalyst

program at the U of M. The FedEx Institute

midst of a national nursing and healthcare

Institute is home to several of our most

for collaborative research and university-

is not only the focal point for leading-edge

disciplinary field. Biomedical engineers col

resulted in one of the University's most

professional shortage, we have partnered

prolific research teams, particularly those

corporate research partnerships campus-

research but will also become the source

laborate with biologists, computer scientists,

innovative developments, the FedEx

with Baptist to expand and enhance

able to make best use of the computational

wide. One University team is working on

for commercialization and transfer of

biostatisticians, engineers and practicing

Institute of Technology. The Institute's

the Nursing and Audiology and Speech-

infrastructure and collaborative workspace

sustainable housing design in an inner-city

new technologies - the outcomes of the

physicians on projects such as orthopedic

researchers work with scientists from indus

Language Pathology programs. Reducing

neighborhood downtown. Scientists in

research achievements of our faculty.

implants, artificial organs, cardiovascular

try in interdisciplinary teams. Their research

that characterizes this facility. The Institute

the shortage requires us to entice more

for Intelligent Systems, for example, has

biomedical engineering, biomaterials and

interests include multimedia, artificial intel

students to enter these fields.

an international reputation for its work in

nanotechnology have been able to lever

cognitive science and artificial intelligence.

age the resources and connections of the

to be an important part of the University's

to meet the increasing needs of an aging

When you enter the FedEx Institute, you

FedEx Institute to further their work in tissue

vision of becoming a major research insti

population.

similarly profit from working with our faculty.
The University's partnership with FedEx

ligence, geospatial analysis and sustainable
design.

Another important partnership is with

The FedEx Institute of Technology abso

why is it so important?
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problem solving.
Bioscience is a good example of an inter

prostheses and improved medical imag

Interdisciplinary initiatives would seem

ing techniques. Such advances are critical

The music industry is another example of

tion of every patient enables the hospital to

have 10 percent of our undergraduate

an interdisciplinary field. Being a performer

streamline their movement through testing

enrollment to be honors students. Great

takes talent, but success in the music

and treatments, which results in saved time

universities attract great students. We also i

industry requires business acumen and

and money.

know that great universities with great

increasingly more technological expertise.

In some instances, the University's

reputations have approximately 10 per

For example, our degrees in Music Business

research improves the opportunities for

cent of their students in honors programs.

and Recording Technology integrate entre-

economic development. The College of

When students have lively engaged learn

preneurship, marketing, accounting, man

Education, partnering with Memphis City

ing experiences at a university, they tell

agement, engineering, electronics, digital

Schools, is developing instructional pro

technologies, computer science, digital

grams that improve reading achievement of

community and in the nation increases.

art, journalism and publishing. These are

middle-school children. Improved reading

Honors students have the opportunity to

all necessary for successful contemporary

ability helps students graduate from high

take advantage of what we call "Memphis

music production. In recent research, our

school and later acquire the professional

Extras." These extras include internships,

faculty in Music and Audiology and Speech-

and technical skills for productive jobs.

international experiences, research and

Language Pathology have partnered to work

And finally, of great significance is the

other students and our reputation in the

involvement in living-learning communities.

on music production specifically related to

impact of the University's S330M budget

frequency ranges and hearing loss.

and almost 2,500 employees on the local

mented to develop excellent students is

economy. However, the effect of our bud

our Emerging Leaders program. Rather than

The University plays an important role

Another program that we have imple

get in the community pales to the effects

focusing on academic attainment alone,

in the local economy, with an estimated

of approximately 21,000 students and their

this program also focuses on leadership.

economic impact of $1.5 billion. You

future earning power.

have said that strengthening commu
nity connections is an important part

Recognized by the Templeton Foundation
forencouraging character development, the

The Alumni Association has seen its

program is a progressive training model. It

of the University's plan. Why is this so

numbers grow dramatically in recent

important?

focuses on community involvement, goal

years, enjoying a 60 percent increase in

setting, resourcefulness and relationships.

membership since 2005 and 150 per

Graduates of this program have become

meaning of a metropolitan research uni

cent since 2003. Why is a vibrant alumni

student leaders throughout the campus and

versity - our focus areas are aligned with

association vital to the success of the

graduate to become leaders in business,

major industries or issues the community

University?

social services, entertainment, healthcare

This question goes back to the core

is facing. An important way we affect the

Membership in our Alumni Association

and government.

local economy is how we impact the local

provides affirmation of an individual's posi

workforce. The University is the primary

tive experiences in their college years. It

source of advanced education for the area.

gives a person the opportunity to continue

Our graduates are leaders in all sectors of

aims to increase the number of endowed

their connection to the departments and

professorships/Chairs of Excellence from

colleges they were a part of before they

the current level of 52 to 80. What will

left the University. Through athletic events,

this do for the University?

the area's economy.
Another source of Impact comes from
University research that aids in the devel

artistic performances and social activities,

opment of new products and services.

alumni are able to engage with present stu

For example, Brian Janz, associate direc

dents and other graduates of the U of M.

tor of FedEx Center for Supply Chain
Management, along with his colleagues,
have conducted research on Radio

One other part of the University's plan

Hallmarks of great universities are the
numbers of honors students and the num
ber of endowed professorships and Chairs
of Excellence it possesses. The University

You have said that the University is

is actively raising funds to increase these

working to enhance its overall image and

faculty positions. Endowed professorships

Frequency Identification (RFID). While most

part of the plan to do this is by increas

and chairs attract some of the nation's fin

often associated with tracking products and

ing the number of students in the Honors

est faculty members. Their reputations also

packages, Jan/s RFID project increases

Program from the current total of 1,270 to

enhance the image and reputation of the

hospital efficiency. Once admitted, patients

higher numbers in the future. Why is this

University. Endowed professors and chairs

are given a tag, which tracks their location
throughout the hospital. Knowing the loca

,

important?
The goal for the Honors Program is to

often create research centers and insti
tutes, which house interdisciplinary teams,
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allowing us to compete at higher levels for

in experiences such as internships, study

through life. Recently, 105 student-athletes

research and service funding. Centers and

abroad and national student exchange.

were named to the Tiger 3.0 Club (3.0 GPA

research institutes also positively affect the

We encourage them to apply for graduate

in 12 or more hours). Our student-athletes

recruitment and retention of students and

school and professional programs. There

graduate at a higher rate than the general

faculty. Currently, the University has 60

are more than 150 social, volunteer, aca

student population.

research centers and institutes conducting

demic and Greek student organizations on

research.

campus for students to take part in.

The positive exposure generated by our
athletics department helps us build image
and reputation through local and national

Athletics at the U of M has enjoyed

media, increases recognition by potential

cational and social experiences of fresh

much recent success with three straight

students and can be critical to generating

men. What are some of the things that

bowl trips by the football team and an

financial support for the whole University.

have been done?

Elite Eight appearance by last year's bas

Much has been done to enrich the edu

We know that students who stay involved

ketball team. Why are athletics important

So as we approach our 100th anniver

in the University community both inside

to the U of M and what role does it play in

sary, you do sound confident we are on

and outside the classroom are more likely

the University's overall mission?

the right path to move our University to a

to graduate on time. They also will experi

Intercollegiate athletics is an integral part

higher level.
By expanding our research capabili

ence greater success in their dasses and in

of the college experience in the United

campus activities. To this end, the University

States. Athletics help to build relationships

ties, our outreach into the community and

has developed programs to engage our

among our current students and continue

our financial resources, as well as better

students from freshman through seniors.

social activities for our alumni.

ing our students' learning experiences, we

Freshman-centered experiences indude

Athletic scholarships provide access to

Frosh Camp, Living-Learning Communities,

higher education to approximately 300

Freshman Convocation and a summer read

students. Student-athletes learn discipline

ing program. Upper dassmen partidpate

that helps them succeed academically and
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are on the right track to becoming one of
America's great research universities. ^

Leading
by example
They come from all walks of life to take part in a unique program
at the U of M that prepares tomorrow's leaders today.

If the resumes of the participants of the University of Memphis
Emerging Leaders program read like a Who's Who of American
College Students, it's because they are the presidents and officers
of the Student Activities Council, the Student Government
Association and various sororities and fraternities. They are the
holders of impressive internships, winners of prestigious awards
and all-around good students.
More than 20 years ago, Dr. Don Carson, then vice-president of
Student Affairs and vice-provost of Enrollment Services at the U
of M, conceived of an Emerging Leaders program where students
weren't just able to learn, but were pushed to be leaders of their
peers and, eventually, of the greater community.
The students take classes together, serve the community
together and, beginning recently, live together.
Next fall, the University of Memphis is expanding the success
ful program from 25 to 35 students in the new class.
"The program helps students cognitively understand what
leadership is in the real world and develop unique skills that
a lot of their peers don't have," says Justin Lawhead, associate
dean of Student Leadership and Involvement and current head of
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the Emerging Leaders program. "And, we're creating a network
for the students to build on in the future."
Living and learning for life
Rebecca Lewis thinks of herself as a peacock, with each color
ful feather representing different strengths that together make a
beautiful creation. At least, that's what the sophomore said at her
Emerging Leaders interview two years ago.
"They were all laughing," she says of the Emerging Leaders
scholars who interviewed her. "Serving, community service, lead
ership — that's my heart."
Lewis is one of the first of a new group of Emerging Leaders
who are benefiting from the University's "living and learning
communities." In this case, Lewis' Emerging Leaders class
all lived on two floors of Richardson Towers. For a year, they
roomed together, ate together, attended class together and studied
together.
"I wasn't excited about it," Lewis says. "Rut,I really enjoyed
it because we bonded and went through the same things together.
We built friendships not just for now, but for after college."
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"It seemed like the worst, but

"Not everyone is best friends but we've

it actually was the best thing that

had the same experiences and are on the

could have happened," he says.

same page," she says. "I think the classes

With football out of the pic

that didn't live together are in the same

ture, Stewart concentrated on

book, but not necessarily on the same

other things, such as an internship

page."

with the Tennessee State Senate in

But aren't they all
overachievers?
If an Emerging Leader can over-

speaker-events he was supposed
to attend freshman year, he went

Stewart had a 4.0 GPA.
Rebecca Lewis

and Communications.

"I took what the program

"The program teaches you," he says.

told me to do and multi

"All you have to do is learn the informa

plied it," Stewart says. "I
As a senior at McGavock High School

had never had access to

in Nashville, Lewis created and organized

this type of information

a leadership workshop for 1,200 student

before, and I decided

tion and implement it. There is no way
any student in Emerging Leaders cannot
do well outside the program."
Stewart is interested in politics, but is

leaders within the Tennessee Association

making his way there as any Emerging

of Student Councils.
When a U of M recruiter called her

immediate "in" with a campus
group. She didn't realize it would
push her to discover new
groups and activities.
"I initially wanted to

to go along with it," he says. "Anyone

do SAC and campus

more spiritually grounded. I want to make

graduate in May with degrees in English

felt the program would give her an

"For me, I really want the divinity

just a game, it's people's lives."

his semester hours and is now on track to

At the end of his first year,

the strong ethical background

can go into politics, but my goal is to be

Emerging Leaders program. He upped

two pages; Stewart's was eight.

divinity, so that he can have

he says. "But, out, I realized it wasn't

take advantage of University life and the

Emerging Leaders are about

year program for law and

today's politicians.

he could graduate early but decided to

ter papers of most first-year

Jones said she was a bit shy and

learned about politics, power, money

By his junior year, Stewart realized

to 12. The end-of-the-semes-

When she started at the University,

going through a five-

he sees missing from so many of

"In the field, I learned it was a game,"

Instead of the required three

be a good way to grow, and it was worth
every minute."

Sen. Ophelia Ford's office. There he
and life in general.

achieve, Brandon Stewart has.

Leader would — in his
own, innovative style.
Stewart plans on

improving stuff," she
says. "Then, I found

sure I'm doing right for me, my people

out about Up 'til

and my God."

Dawn, the Student
Ambassador

Worth it at twice the price

Board, Alpha

Christi Jones (BA '06) didn't need the

Gamma

Emerging Leaders scholarship. With
her tuition fully paid by academic and
twirling scholarships, she didn't have to
go to speakers every semester, take extra
classes and push herself to take on more
leadership responsibility.
She did anyway.
"I felt it would be good for me because
I wanted to really get involved in the
University," Jones says. "I felt this would

Delta... it
seemed like
every week, there
was another club
that I heard about and
I wanted to join."
Jones became president
of Alpha Gamma Delta,
head camp counselor at Frosh

attention to the Emerging Leaders pro

Camp, ambassador to the president

gram, the four-year student council mem

on the Student Ambassador Board and

ber decided the program might be exactly
right for her. The activity and leadership

a senator on the Student Government
Association, in addition to her four years

role requirements didn't scare her.

as a twirler with the U of M's band.

"It was all things I was going to do

As a finance major, though, Jones'

anyway," she says. "I was pretty confident

That first semester was a harbinger of

walking in."

junior year rolled around, and she still

the next four years.

Now, her activities are widely focused,

didn't know what she wanted to do in life.

"I realized that it gave me as much

from Campus Outreach and Frosh Camp
to Alpha Gamma Delta sorority and work
ing at a Kids Across America summer
camp for inner-city children.

One of the speakers brought in for the

knowledge in four months as it possibly

Emerging Leaders was from FedEx and

could," Stewart says. "I decided if I can

made the company sound interesting

do that in four months, what can I do in

enough to peak Jones' interest.

the next four? And I kept challenging

Though they are a diverse group in

She found an internship online in the

• myself."

culture, background and personalities,

internal audit department, took a semes

Meanwhile, as a walk-on with the

Lewis thinks their living together makes

ter off from school and jetted off to Miami,

• football team, Stewart got his first start his

her Emerging Leaders class a tighter
group that works better together than they
would otherwise.
Brandon Stewart

New York and China.

sophomore year in a game against Tulane.

"I got to find out about the corporate

He fielded five kickoffs and a long kickoff

world and then come back to school and

return before tearing his ACL.
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see how it all fit in," she says. "I felt like
l/INTER 2 0 0 7

that this year will be the biggest yet.

and a large part to my getting

Jackson entered the University in

involved in organizations on

2001, ready to be immersed in University

campus."

culture. In addition to her roles with

Now, Kustoff sees benefits to

Up 'til Dawn, Jackson was a Freshman

the program that he didn't see

Orientation counselor and board member,

back then.

vice-president of Alpha Gamma Delta

"I learned how to chair large

sorority, Miss University of Memphis, an

meetings, to negotiate contracts ...

executive board member of the Student

I learned how to stage an event," he

Activities Council and a finalist for the

says, recalling the night he brought

prestigious Truman scholarship.

Cpt. Jim Lovell to campus when a

"I fed off the competition of being

rainstorm cut the crowd numbers

around other leaders," Jackson says. "In

fom an expected 500 to a mere 75.

a healthy way, it challenged me to explore

Always put an event in a smaller
3om than you think you need."

more and stretch myself."
Though she started at the University

Kustoff values learning to develop

wanting to be the next Katie Couric,
\

the classes were easier, and I wanted
s,

to learn the material because it

\

was applicable."
Three of the interns,
including Jones, were
offered permanent posi
tions with FedEx.
"I think
Emerging
Leaders helped me
have the confidence to do
what I did in college; I feel like
I learned more through Emerging

Leaders than I did through my classes,"
she says. "I knew I wanted to do a lot but it
made me want to do more."
From freshman volunteer
to Up 'til Dawn career
Two years ago, Amy Jackson (BA '05) stood with five others in
front of a room of screaming college students at 6 a.m.
The signs she and other executive board members held showed that year's
Up 'til Dawn fund-raising total — $114,000. At that point, it was the highest
total ever raised at the U of M for Up 'til Dawn, a fund raiser for St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital.

Jackson's Emerging Leaders experiences
pushed her in a different direction.
"I never would have thought about non
profits or marketing as being something
that I would love," says Jackson, who
graduated with a degree in public rela
tions and a minor in non-profit manage
ment. "I think the program definitely
helped me fine-tune and mature my idea
of leadership."
While working with Up 'til Dawn at the
U of M, Jackson interviewed for an intern
ship with ALSAC.
"Lo and behold, there was a guy who
was an Emerging Leader," Jackson says
of her interviewer. "And he was married
to an Emerging Leader who interviewed
me for the scholarship in the first place."
Her two-year internship developed into
a permanent job when she graduated.
"The program is such an automatic
door opener," Jackson says. "If you sur
round yourself with leaders, you can only
become one."
Fully Emerged as a U.S. Attorney

"My leadership there was the apex of my college career," says Jackson, who was
executive chair of the Up 'til Dawn board that year. "I remember standing there, and,
maybe it was the sleep deprivation, but I was thinking, 'This is what I was here to do.'"
Now, Jackson is a collegiate marketing representative for ALSAC/St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, a position in which she oversees the Up 'til Dawn fund raiser nation
ally. With more schools adding the fund raiser and other changes, Jackson anticipates
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

David Kustoff

and deal with different personality types.
made the right decision (to go to the
U of M)."
In one of their first gatherings, Don
Carson told the students the involvement
required of them.
"He had us all in his office with two
student leaders to talk, the head of the
student activity council and the head of
the student government association," says
Kustoff, who is now U.S. Attorney for the
Western District of Tennessee. "I remem
ber that first meeting."
Kustoff joined SAC and took over as
speakers' chair his freshman year when
an older student quit.
Then, Jim Strickland, the head of the
SGA and someone who quickly became
Kustoffs close friend and later law office
partner, got Kustoff involved in another

"It was a tremendous training ground,"
he says. "It's all building blocks, and I
would not have been in those positions
without the Leadership Scholars program."
In his current position as U.S. Attorney,
Kustoff is in the position to hire interns
and said if an Emerging Leader applied,
that person would get an extra glance.
"It tells me they are a special type of
person with very strong qualities and
an impeccable personality," he says.
"They're the type of people you want
involved in any organization."
To learn more about the Emerging
Leaders program, including how to apply,
visit: http://saweb.memphis.edu/
leadership/emerging_leadersl.htm

Ultimately, he became the first presi
as well as the president of the student
activities council.
"The organizations where I think
I developed were Student Activities

as one of 10 then-Leadership Scholars.

Council and Alpha Tau Omega," Kustoff

WINTER 2007

ing college.

dent when the chapter was re-chartered

'89, JD '92) started his University career
"I wouldn't trade the experience for

Many of his friends today were made dur

organization, Alpha Tau Omega.

In the fall of 1985, David Kustoff (BBA

anything," he says. "I have no doubt I

long-term plans, manage a budget

says. "No doubt that the scholarship
under Dr. Carson was a real motivator
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continued from page 11

during a formal dinner and reception;
the group also toured the campus and
participated in a public forum and press
conference.
Perhaps the most gratifying aspect of
the reunion occurred when they learned
the impact their actions have had on the
lives of succeeding generations of young
people. Today, more than a third of all
U of M students are African American.
For the past decade, the University has
been recognized as one of the nation's top
producers of African-American gradu
ates with baccalaureate and advanced
degrees. And the percentage of AfricanAmerican graduate students at the U of M
is more than double the national average.
Two vice presidents, a vice provost, two
assistant vice presidents, one dean, six
program directors, a chair of excellence
holder and about 10 percent of all faculty
members are African American.
"When we look at numbers like that,
we are extremely proud," Prater says.
"It's hard to believe that what we did
back then could have resulted in such
significant increases not only in the stu
dent body representation but also in the
administration, faculty and staff."
"I'm amazed at the progress that's been
made and continues to be made there,"
says Looney. "I'm proud to say that I
have had several nieces and nephews and
great nieces who went to the University of
Memphis. They were able to join various
organizations — such as clubs and sorori
ties and fraternities — that were not open

"It was a very tense atmosphere,"
Sammie Burnett Johnson says. "White students yelled
racial epitaphs at us. People ask me if I would go through that again. I'd feel a moral ob
ligation to do it again because I feel so many students have benefited because of what we did."

to us."
Reflecting on her years at the
University, Love knows that the sacrifices
she made resulted in an immeasurable
legacy for thousands of other students,
including two of her daughters, who are U
of M alumnae.
"I used to think back on those days and
wonder if I would have done it again,"
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Love says. "I know I would have. It had

"As we move forward and continue to

to be done; somebody had to be first. We

grow as a University," Raines said, "we

helped pave the way not only for our own

hope the courage and strength shown

children, but also for all the others who

by the Memphis State Eight will inspire

came behind us. And that made it all

generations of future students to stand up

worthwhile."

for what they believe, to right inequalities

In President Shirley Raines' address to
a crowd gathered to honor these pioneers,

and to fight for social justice for all people
everywhere."

she explained her aspirations for progress.
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Journalism Club honors Donahue, Phillips
The University of Memphis

The M Club inducted former athletes into its Hall of Fame and recognized individuals for their support of Tiger athletics this fall. The honorees, who were recognized at the Memphis-UT Chattanooga football game, were (from left):Cato Johnson (BSEd '70, MEd '71), the Dr. C.C.
Humphreys Golden Tiger Award; Barbara Whitaker (BSEd '71, MEd '83), the Billy J. Murphy Award; Dr. Eugene Smith (MA '65), the Dr. C.C.
Humphreys Golden Tiger Award; Kevin Robinson (BSEd '98), track and field;Jim Ladyman (BBA '78), tennis; Bobby Kilpatrick, baseball coach;
Russell Copeland, football. Not pictured is Anne Svolto (BA '00, JD '06), rifle team. Photo by Clarence Neal.

Phillips entered the public

full-time staff reporter.

chair. Williams died in February

Journalism Alumni Club honored

relations profession in 1989 and

When the Press-Scimitar

Michael Donahue and Bob

joined Thompson & Company in

ceased publication, Donahue

Phillips at its annual banquet at

1992. He served as co-host with

joined The Commercial Appeal

was presented to members of

The Racquet Club of Memphis in

Mike Fleming on a radio sports

as an arts and entertainment

the charter class of the journal

October.

show on WMC-AM. Phillips was

reporter. He continues to work

ism school, which marks its 50th

2004.
The Herbert L. Williams Award

Donahue, a reporter for The

named PR Professional of the

as a reporter in the features

anniversary this year. Honorees

Commercial Appeal, and Bob

Year in 2000 by the Memphis

department where he covers the

from the charter class included

Phillips, vice president and

chapter of the Public Relations

social scene in his "Party Line"

Pat O'Brien, public relations

accounts supervisor with Thomp

Society of America. In 2005, the

column. He writes a weekly "Lis

professional; Bill E. Burk, author,

son & Company, received the

Memphis Advertising Federation

ten Up" music feature in which

editor and columnist for the

Charles E. Thornton Outstanding

honored him with a Pyramid

he profiles rising local bands,

Memphis Press-Scimitar; Franklin

Alumni Award.

Award for Mentor of the Year.

and feature stories on a variety

Burrell, a journalist who worked

Phillips has more than 30

As a journalism student at

of topics. He has received the

for weekly newspapers around

years of newspaper and public

the U of M, Donahue served as

Scripps Howard Feature Writer of

the Mid-South; Charles Holmes,

relations experience. He was a

associate editor and reporter on

the Month Award for his work at

longtime community relations

reporter, sports columnist and

The Statesman, a student publi

The Commercial Appeal.

director for the U of M; and Jerry

executive sports editor at the

cation. After graduation in 1975,

Memphis Press-Scimitar and

he began his newspaper career.

is named in honor of the former

executive sports editor and city

After starting as a copy clerk at

Memphis journalist who was

editor of the Nashville Ban

the Memphis Press-Scimitar,

killed while on assignment in

ner. He also was a co-founder

Donahue wrote features for the

Afghanistan in 1985. The Her

and first editor of the Memphis

newspaper on a volunteer basis.

bert L. Williams Award is named

Health Care News.

He later became an intern and

for the University of Memphis

The Charles E. Thornton Award

Morris, former advertising agency
owner.

journalism school's founding

Where everybody knows

• • • continued from previous page

pause. A check of recent Commencement programs reveals an

is completely stumped when the pronouncer card hits her hand.

Aren, a Jinger, Kaycee, Crystelle, Margrett, Tlffaney and Tiffanie, as

Gee will simply ask the graduate. "If I have no clue,I'll take two

well as Brittaney, Brittny and Brittanie.

seconds to lean forward and ask them how to pronounce it, then I'll

It's a pressure cooker job, with an average of 1,300 graduates at
each Commencement. "You only have three or four seconds once
that card hits your hand," says McDowell.
"You need a little bit of a break," agrees co-pronouncer Dr. Roxie

repeat it."
Dr. Marion Emslie, director of Commencement, acknowledges
what an important job the pronouncers have. "These are profes
sionals in theatre or communication who work outside the Uni

Gee (MA '73), associate professor of communications. "It's like

versity as speakers," she says. "They don't do this as a lark. It's a

reading an international telephone directory. I once timed myself

laborious job. They have to be incredibly fast and accurate."

and I was on a pace of 27 names a minute. That's really too fast"
Gee also studies the program, even if just in the moments before

McDowell, for one, relishes the job of pronouncer. "This is their
time in the spotlight, they're shaking hands withthe president," he

Commencement. "I have had international students call and leave

says. "After years of work, it's the least we can do to get their names

the pronunciation of their names on my voice mail," she says. If she

right. It's very fulfilling to be part of the pageantry and happiness."
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Mark Thompson (left), president of the Journalism Alumni Club, and
Ralph Berry (right) congratulate Thornton Award recipient Bob Phillips.
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Thornton Award recipient Michael Donahue receives his plaque from
Mark Thompson (left) and Angus McEachran (right), doing a playful
take on Donahue's signature hairstyle.
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College of Arts and Sciences honors four
The College of Arts and Sciences recognized four individuals at
its annual Alumni Recognition Luncheon in September. Michael

money to help send the Westwood High School marching band to

Fogelman College honors
Rhodes and Papasan on Alumni Day

the Tournament of Roses Parade in 1996.
Stubbs (BS '71, MA '95) is owner of Stubbs Commercial REAL

The University of Memphis' Fogelman

Outstanding Alumni; Philip F. Donovan was honored as Outstanding

TORS. Before forming his own business, he was a real estate agent

College of Business & Economics honored

Friend.

for Northern Inc. and Jon Albright Real Estate Services. Stubbs was

two individuals at its Alumni Day luncheon

with Fred's Inc. for 30 years, serving as vice president of real estate

in October. William C. Rhodes III, president

and later as a real estate consultant.

and CEO of AutoZone Inc., received the

Demster, Barbara I. Ingram and Timm Stubbs were recognized as

Demster (MPA '84) is vice president of biomedical business
development for the Memphis Regional Chamber, and was instru
mental in forming the Memphis BioWorks Development Council.

He has been president of the Board of Trustees for the Educa

He promotes the Chamber's BioWorks initiative and has brought a

tion Foundation of the Memphis Area Association of Realtors and a

Papasan, chair of the board of BioMimetic

focus on the importance of biomedical development in Memphis.

member of the Arts and Sciences advisory board.

Therapeutics Inc. and retired president of

Demster had been director of operations for Methodist University

Donovan (BBA '78, MBA '82) is a senior vice president at FTN

College's Outstanding Alumnus Award. Larry

Smith & Nephew Orthopaedics, was named

Hospital, and had served on the administrative staff of Methodist

Financial. Inspired by his extensive travels, he established the

Health Systems since 1988. He began his career at Le Bonheur

Donovan Travel Enrichment Fund in 2004. The fund allows students

Children's Hospital and was a consultant for the Tennessee Hospital

and faculty members in the College of Arts and Sciences to travel

and CEO of AutoZone in 2005, following

Association.

to foreign lands for study and research. Some of the first students

more than 10 years with the company,

to take advantage of the fund have traveled to Africa (for the Ghana

where he served in a variety of executive

Study Abroad program) and to Japan.

roles. Most recently he served as executive

Ingram (BS '56) was a longtime educator who taught at Westwood Elementary School as well as schools in Maryland, North
Carolina, the Philippines and Japan. She was a founding member of

The Arts and Sciences alumni chapter also presented its first Book

Outstanding Friend of the College.
Rhodes (MBA '88) was named president

vice president overseeing store and com

Larry Papasan at the podium during the Alumni Day luncheon.

the Arts and Sciences alumni chapter and served as a member of

Scholarship Fund awards to seniors Tarvis Williams, a political sci

the College of Arts and Sciences advisory board. Ingram and her sis

ence major, and Beverly Hernandez, a foreign languages major.

Prior to that, he served in several posi

ter, Charlotte Ruppelt, were part of a group of volunteers who raised

The luncheon was held at The Racquet Club of Memphis.

tions within AutoZone, including senior vice

He then worked for Smith & Nephew as a

'04), E-Serv LLC; Tina Birchett (BBA '82),

president of supply chain and information

director and lobbyist until 2005.

Grace magazine; Georgetta Carr (MBA '00),

mercial operations.

technology, divisional vice president of

Development news
The University of Memphis is grateful for the support of all of its
donors, including the following:
Future generations of educators will be supported by two new
scholarships established in the College of Education — the Louise

scholarship will benefit a former runner of the University's track or
cross country team who is pursuing a degree at the University and
who has completed his or her eligibility.
The Anna Caroline Menkel Scholarship Fund was established

Prior to joining Smith & Nephew, Papasan

Buckeye Technologies; Doug Clark (BBA

stores and senior vice president of finance.

was president of Memphis Light, Gas &

'95), Mid-America Apartment Communities;

Rhodes, who joined AutoZone in 1994,

Water Division from 1984-91. He was

Marc Diaz (BBA '88, MS '03), CloseTrak;

began his career with Ernst & Young, serving

employed by MLG&W for 28 years.

Keith Dillihunt (BBA '90), First Tennessee

in various capacities from 1988-94.

Papasan received a bachelor of science

Bank; Mike Doss (BBA '88, MBA '92), Park-

degree in civil engineering from Mississippi

Tek Solutions Inc.; Alissa Fowler (BBA '03),

accounting from the University of Tennes

State University in 1963. He is active in

Enterprise Rent-A-Car; Verlinda Henning

see at Martin and an MBA from the U of M

many community organizations, includ

(BBA '80, MBA '81), MLG&W; Rob Hoerter

in 1988.

ing the U of M Board of Visitors, the Le

(BBA '94, MBA '96), carpenter/sullivan/sos-

Rhodes earned a bachelor's degree in

and Robert M. McRae Jr. Professorship in Clinical Practice

in 2005 by Dale and Kathy Menkel in memory of their daughter.

and the Lela Almarita Johnson Scholarship The gift from the

The $30,000 endowed scholarship will emphasize support for His

Papasan joined Smith & Nephew in

McRae estate is $750,000 and the Johnson estate bequest is $1.3

panic students, but is not restricted to Hispanic students. Recipients

1991 as president of the Ortho Division

Bonheur Hospital Foundation and Memphis

saman; Charles Lane (BBA '92, MBA '96),

Bioworks Foundation.

Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare; John
McCullough (MBA '75), MLG&W; Aymeric

million. The McRae Professorship will be awarded to a teacher,

should be enrolled as a full-time freshman undergraduate and must

and retired in 2002. Duringthis period, the

The keynote speaker for the luncheon

leader, ambassador and visionary to help ensure that best practices

have received a HOPE scholarship from the State of Tennessee.

division grew in sales from $300 million to

was G. Douglas Edwards (BBA '74), CEO of

Martinoia (IMBA '04), Stanford Group Com

$650 million while growing profitability at

Morgan Keegan & Co. Inc.

pany; Chris Mitchell (BBA '96), EMC; Mike

in the K-12 environment are reflected in teacher preparation pro

The Dr. John D. Ray Memorial Scholarship and Fellowship

Business leaders who are alumni of the

Rude (BBA '97, MBA '00), FedEx Corporate
Services; and Terence Tate (BBA '04), A. T.
Discount Moonwalks.

grams and that higher education has a positive impact on K-12 prac

Fund was established in November to provide scholarships and

tices. Funds from the Johnson Scholarship will provide scholarships

fellowships in memory of Dr. John D.Ray, longtime faculty member

responsible for research and development,

Fogelman College served as "guest profes

to undergraduate and graduate students. The Lela Johnson Scholars

and former dean of the Herff College of Engineering. Ray died this

manufacturing, marketing, sales and all

sors," teaching morning classes and sharing

will participate in leadership development workshops.

summer. Recipients must be enrolled full time in the Herff College's

administrative functions of the company

business experiences with students. They

mechanical engineering program.

during his 11 1/2-year tenure as president.

included Carlos Araujo Jr. (IMBA '03), Sun

The MRTC/Frank Horton Scholarship was established in

over 15 percent each year. Papasan was

Trust Capital Markets; J. Austin Baker (BBA

August by the Memphis Runners Track Club. The $30,000 endowed
30
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Chapters and clubs
Do we have your e-mail?
Most club and chapter events are pub
licized by e-mail. Make sure we have your
current address and update your informa
tion online at www.memphis.edu/alumni.

Arts and Sciences
The chapter held its alumni recognition
luncheon in September at The Racquet
Club of Memphis. Michael Demster (MPA
'84), Barbara I. Ingram (BS '56), Timm
Stubbs (BS '71, MA '95) and Philip F. Don
ovan (BBA '78, MBA '82) were honored
for their outstanding contributions to the
U of M. In November the club hosted an
evening with international studies alumna
Mary Craig (BA '96). After graduation, Craig
spent two years in Mongolia with the Peace
Corps before returning to the U.S. to earn
her master's degree from Columbia Univer
sity. She now works for the Federal Reserve
Bank in New York City.

Atlanta
Atlanta Tigers met in August for happy
hour at East Andrews Restaurant in Buckhead. The evening included complimentary
hors d'oeuvres and live music. In Sep

tember the club kicked off its watch party
season with its first gathering at Barnacles.
The club will continue to meet for every
televised Tiger sporting event. If you would
like to be added to the club's e-mail list,
contact Atlanta Club President Don
Sparkman (BSEE '87) by e-mail at
don.sparkman@earthiink.net.

AUSP
Chapter members wished graduates
farewell with a celebratory send-off recep
tion prior to the Aug. 13 Commencement. In
September the new 2006-07 AUSP Alumni
Chapter board of directors held its first meet
ing of the year at theAlumni Center. If you are
interested in volunteering with the chapter,
contact Emily Jones (BA '98) at 901/6781782 or emilyjones@memphis.edu.

Band
The chapter held its largest Bandmasters
Championship with 28 bands competing
Oct. 28 at Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium.
Bandmasters was scheduled to be tele
vised for the first time Dec. 28 at 8 p.m. on
WKNO.

Boston
Members watched the Memphis/Ole
Miss game at the Sheraton Needham. Join
the Tigers in Massachusetts mailing list by
contacting Boston Alumni Club President
Bob Canfield (BBA '59) at billybobcanf@
yahoo.com.

Chicago
The club met to watch the Tigers face
Tulsa in October. Plans are underway for
basketball watch parties. To join the Chicago
mailing list, contact Jeniene Wiseman
(BSME '03) atjwiseman21@yahoo.com.

Dallas
Members watched the Memphis/Ole
Miss game at Humperdinks in Addison. Join
the Tigers in Texas mailing list by contacting
Dallas Club President Gary Crooms ('81) at
gary@seniorinformation.com.

East Memphis
The club met for the Memphis/Ole Miss
game at the Cockeyed Camel. If you would
like to join one of the local Memphis area
clubs, contact Emily Jones (BA '98) at
901/678-1782 or by e-mail at emilyjones@
memphis.edu.

Education
The chapter hosted a "Getting Together
to Give Back" event at the Alumni Center
in November. The event served as a kickoff
for National Education Week. Members also
collected hardbound books for children
in grades K-8 that were donated to local
schools in need.
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The chapter's annual Law Dinner was
held at the University of Memphis Holiday
Inn in July with 300 guests in attendance.
Gov. Phil Bredesen was named 2006
Friend of the Law School, while Paulette
Delk received the 2006 Excellence in
Teaching Award. U.S. Attorney David Kustoff
(BBA '89, JD '92) served as keynote
speaker. The Judicial and SCALES Reception
was held in November. Members of the
federal, state and local judiciary, Tennessee
Supreme Court Justices, 2006 Law School
graduates and principals participating in
the SCALES project were honored at this
prestigious event held at the home of Presi
dent Shirley Raines. Law School reunions
for the classes of 1971, '76, '81, '86, '91,
'96, '01 and '06 will be held in January.
If you are interested in participating on a
reunion committee for your class, contact
Kelly Davis (MS '05) by e-mail at kdavis9@
memphis.edu or call 901/678-4299.

Luther C. McClellan
Members kicked off Homecoming with
a Step Reunion following the Homecoming
parade and pep rally at the Carpenter Com
plex, where the University of Memphis "Ole
Skool" NPHC members hopped, strolled
and stepped. The club ended the weekend
of activities with a Homecoming Closing
Brunch in the Rose Theatre. Undergraduate
students enjoyed the opportunity to meet
and chat with U of M alums for networking
and guidance. Author Dwight Fryer (BBA
'80) was on hand to sign his book, The
Legend of Quito Road.

Engineering

Music Society

The chapter will host its Student Alumni
Mixer on Jan. 25 from 6 to 8 p.m.in the
Alumni Center. Students will network with
alumni at this casual reception. If you are a
graduate of the Herff College of Engineer
ing and you would like to participate, please
contact the club's coordinator, Stephanie
Galloway, by e-mail at sgallowa@memphis.
edu or by phone at 901/678-4373.

The Music Society and the Rudi E.
Scheidt School of Music hosted a wine and
cheese reception prior to a performance by
the Ceruti String Quartet in November.

Houston
Members of the graduating class of 1956 attended a Golden Reunion Brunch at the home of
President Shirley Raines in October. They included, front row, from left: Carolyn Gore Luttrell,
Betty Stimbert, Sara Adams Barcroft, President Raines, Carol Johnson Henderson, Patricia Brigman
Hornsby and Janet Thomasson Templeton. Back row, from left, are Ken Moore, Burns Landess, Dr.
Vaughn Stimbert, Rev. Edgar Gillock, Jerry Buckaloo, William Walk, Hal Baker, Bill Jennings, Jimmy
Hayslip, Louis Jack Knox and Jim Anderson. Photo by Lindsey Lissau

Law

Club members met for the Memphis/Ole
Miss game and Memphis/Tennessee game
at SRO Sports Bar & Cafe at Northwest
Mall. Join the Tigers in Texas mailing list by
contacting Houston Club President Robert
Stephens (BSEE '90) at robertl.stephens@
accenture.com.
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Nashville Law Club, contact the coordinator,
Kelly Davis, by e-mail at kdavis9@memphis.
edu or at 901/678-4299.

in St. Louis mailing list by contacting St.
Louis Club President Tim Loyd (BLS '05) at
timloyd@dotfoods.com.

New Orleans

Young Alumni

The club met for the Memphis/Ole Miss
game at Buffalo Wild Wings in Baton Rouge.
Join the Tigers in Louisiana mailing list by
contacting New Orleans Club President
Steve McCullar (BBA '97) at smccullar2@
cox.net

The club met for the Memphis/Ole
Miss game at Newby's Restaurant. Join the
Young Alumni mailing list by contacting club
coordinator Lauren Isaacman (BA '01, MA
'05) at lauren.isaacman@memphis.edu.

Nursing
The chapter hosted its first Forensic Nurs
ing Conference featuring Rachell Copeland,
founder and president of Global Forensic
Solutions Inc., at the University of Mem
phis Holiday Inn in September. Join the
Nursing Alumni Chapter by contacting club
coordinator Lauren Isaacman (BA '01, MA
'05) at lauren.isaacman@memphis.edu or
901/678-2333.

Parents Club
U of M employee Cedric Calhoun was
named Parent of the Year. If you would like
to become a member of the Parents Club,
contact Lauren Isaacman (BA '01, MA '05)
at 901/678-2333 or lauren.isaacman@
memphis.edu.

St. Louis
Members watched the Memphis/Ole
Miss game at Flannery's Pub. Join the Tigers

• Attention alumni and friends in the
Jackson, Miss., area: A new alumni club is
forming in your area. Watch parties and
alumni events are currently being planned,
and all Tigers living in Jackson are asked
to contact club coordinator Emily Jones at
emilyjones@memphis.edu at 800/6788729 to be added to the mailing list.
«• A new alumni club is being formed in
Lower Alabama. To get information on
watch parties and other alumni events, all
Tigers in Lower Alabama may contact club
president Robert Murphree (BBA '76) at
rmurphree@asix.us or contact the Alumni
Office at 800/678-8729.
• The Little Rock Alumni Club is relaunch
ing. If you're in the Little Rock area and
would like to get together for watch parties
and other U of M-related events, contact
Emily Jones at 800/678-8729 or
emilyjones@memphis.edu.

Nashville
The club met for the Memphis/Ole Miss
game at the Athletics Club Bar & Grill in the
Embassy Suites Hotel in Franklin. Join the
Tigers in Music City mailing list by contact
ing Nashville Club President Mike Dodd (JD
'01) at gotigersgo@nashvilletigers.com.

Nashville Law
The club held a reception at the firm
of Miller Martin PLLC honoring 2006 Law
School graduates who passed the bar
exam. If you are interested in joining the
WINTER 2007

Among those attending the Judicial and SCALES reception at the home of President Shirley
Raines in November were, from left: Wesam Salem, headmaster of Pleasant View School; Jerry
Stokes, Circuit Court judge and SCALES chair; Joy Maness, dean of the St. Agnes Upper School;
and Amy Amundsen (JD '87), Law Alumni Chapter president and SCALES board member. Photo
by Lindsey Lissau
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C. Barry Ward

Louis F. Allen

Chris A. Cornaghie

Betty J. Mallott (BA, MS '94)

C. Barry Ward (JD) of the

Louis F. Allen (BS) of the

was elected to the Memphis

Chris A. Cornaghie (BA, JD

Glankler Brown law firm was

Glankler Brown law firm was

City Schools Board of Education.

'75), a Memphis attorney, was

selected for inclusion in The

certified as a Social Security dis

Best Lawyers in America 2007

ability specialist by the Tennes

in the area of commercial

selected for inclusion in The
Best Lawyers in America 2007

1971

in the area of personal injury

see Commission on Continuing

litigation.

Legal Education and Specializa
tion and the National Board of

1968

Trial Advocacy.

1974
Carolyn Hardy (BBA, MBA
'87) is majority owner of the

Carl Thomas "Tommy"

1973

Towery (BS), who was com

Molson-Coors plant, the larg

missioned a second lieutenant

est minority, female-owned

in the Air Force through the

contract packaging facility in

AFROTC program, published

Tennessee. She is president

his second book of B-52 Crew

and CEO of Chism Hardy

stories, We Were Crewdogs II

Enterprises and a former plant

- More B-52 Crewdog Tales.
The first book, We Were Crewdogs - The B-52 Collection,

manager for the Molson-Coors
brewery.

Dr. Diane L. Lowe

was published last year. The

Dr. Diane L. Lowe (BS '64,

1977

book is a collection of 58 crew-

MA '65, EdD '71) is a professor

Richard S. Copeland (JD) was

related stories from 30 different

of education at Framingham

appointed Shelby County director

authors. #

State College in Massachusetts.

of planning and development.

FSC was founded by Horace
Homecoming's True Blue spirit swept the U of M campus
in October. The Half Century Club celebrated with a reunion
welcome dinner, brunch at President Shirley Raines' home and
high tea in the Administration Building, as well as a reception
in the Alumni Center honoring the class of 1956. On Friday
night the University hosted a Homecoming parade around the
campus. Participants included President Raines, the Mighty
Sound of the South marching band, spirit squads and mascot
Pouncer. A pep rally with coach Tommy West followed on the
lawn of the Fogelman College of Business & Economics. Bobby
Wharton (BSET '75) received the Alumni Association's True
Blue Tradition award. On Saturday alumni and friends enjoyed
barbecue at the True Blue Barn Bash before watching the
Tigers fall to C-USA rival Tulsa. Photos by Lindsey Lissau

Kay Spalding Robilio

1969

Mann in 1839 and is the

Joseph Dailey (BA) retired

first public college in America

Kay Spalding Robilio (BA, JD

after 24 years as a Shelby

dedicated to the preparation

'81) received the UNICO Civic

County Criminal Court judge.

of teachers. Lowe received

Award for leadership and com

the Framingham State College

munity service. UNICO is the

Distinguished Faculty Award at

nation's largest Italian-American

the 2006 graduation ceremony

service organization. The Circuit

and is the 10th recipient of the

Court judge is the first female

award. She and her husband,
Don Lowe (BS '61), live in

recipient of the award. «•

Framingham.
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.

Dan Eisenstein
Dan Eisenstein (JD) is a

Larry N. Montague (BBA)

been a faculty member at the

Courts, was named administra

a plenary lecture to the orga

Danny Hollingsworth (DBA),

was named president of TAPPI,

University of Tennessee Health

tive director of Tennessee's

nization and invited lectures to

interim dean of the Missis

Sara Good (BFA, MFA '94)

a leading technical association

Science Center for almost 26

court system. She and her

the Japanese Chemical Society

sippi State University School

had an exhibit of sculptural

for the worldwide pulp, paper,

years. Smalley maintains an

husband, Tommy Murphy, live

and to two Japanese chemical

of Accountancy, was named

works at the Hendersonville

packaging and converting

appointment at the university

in Clarksville.

companies. Sabatini is a David

president of the Federation of

(Tenn.) Arts Council galleries.

industries. He had been vice

as clinical professor of pathol

Ross Boyd Professor and holds

Schools of Accountancy.

She has exhibited sculpture

president of sales and market

ogy and laboratory medicine

Jack Tuter (JD) was appointed

the Sun Oil Company endowed

ing for The Newark Group.

and clinical professor of clinical

judge of the 17th Judicial

chair in the School of Civil

Circuit in Broward County, Fla.

Engineering at the University of

Herbert B. Wolf Jr. (BBA, JD

laboratory sciences. He also
was promoted to the rank of

He serves in the Unified Family

Oklahoma.

'82) of the Husch & Eppen-

brigadier general in the U.S.

Court.

berger law firm was selected for

Army Reserve and assigned

inclusion in The Best Lawyers

as assistant surgeon general,

1983

is vice president of orthopaedic

in America 2007 in the area of

Mobilization, Readiness and

Robin Jaffe (MFA), associate

research for Active Implants

tax law.

Reserve Affairs, and deputy

professor, production manager

Corporation. He had been vice

Danette Bland Richards (BA,

responsible for the strategic

commanding general, Army

and faculty technical director for

president of regulatory affairs

MS '90) is director of small

evolution and overall program

Reserve Medical Command.

the Auburn University Depart

at Medtronic. Inc., and spent

business development for

Smalley also received the

management of this division.

ment of Theatre, was one of 25

more than 14 years with Smith

the Mobile Area (Ala.) Cham

2006 Alumnus Award from

He and his wife Daisy (BBA

participants in the pilot National

& Nephew.

ber of Commerce. She had

the Arkansas State University

'92) live in Knoxville with their

Leadership Workshop on New

College of Nursing and Health

Advocacy Chapter/State Confer

Professions.

ence Leadership Training pre

General Sessions Court judge
in Nashville.

1978

and sculptural installations

1989

extensively in the South and
Midwest.
W. Mark Hamm (BBA) was

Dr. Richard Treharne (MBA)

promoted to senior vice presi
dent for the Hospital Medicine

Danette Bland Richards

Division of TeamHealth. He is

been director of the Women's

1986

three children, Will, Molly and
Abby. #

Business Center of Southern
Alabama.

Ed Bryant

sented by the national offices

R. Hunter Humphreys

Douglas P. Quay

1991

1979

of American Association of

1987

Ed Bryant (BA) attended the

Carol A. Britson (MS, PhD

Christine Munson (BA) was

University Professors in Wash

Alan G. Crone (BA, JD '90),

Senate Leadership Summit for

'96) was nominated for dis

promoted to executive vice

ington, D.C., in October. Jaffe is

co-founder and managing

Young Professionals in Wash

tinguished membership in the

president and manager of the

a member of the Auburn AAUP

member of Crone & Mason,

ington, D.C. He is senior adviser

National Society for Collegiate

corporate financial services group

chapter and serves on the

was named a fellow of the

for public affairs at Pfizer Inc. in

Scholars at the University of

for First Tennessee Bank. «•

executive committee.

Memphis Bar Association.

St. Louis. •

Mississippi, where she is an

1980

1984

1988

Ralph Singer (BBA) was

Mark Ruleman (BS), owner of

Ronald Thurman (JD), an

Tonna Bruce (MNA) is dean

promoted to regional vice presi

of graduate and professional

dent-sales for Cambria Suites,

David C. Sharp (BBA, MA

studies at Christian Brothers

Choice Hotels' newest brand.

'94, PhD '97) is managing

University. She previously was

He has been in the hospitality

economist and director of the

associate director of the U of

industry for 10 years.

Memphis office of Nathan

instructor in the Department of

R. Hunter Humphreys (JD)

Douglas P. Quay (JD) of the

Wealth Solutions LLC, received

of the Glankler Brown law firm

attorney in Cookeville, Tenn.,

Glankler Brown law firm was

the Small Business Chamber of

was selected for inclusion in

was elected chancellor of the

selected for inclusion in The

Commerce's Small Business of

The Best Lawyers in America

13th Judicial District of Tennes

Best Lawyers in America2007

the Year award. He has been

2007 in the area of real estate

see. The district comprises Clay,

in the area of corporate law.

a financial manager for nearly

Cumberland, DeKalb, Overton,

William L. Bomar (JD) of the

M's Wang Center for Interna

two decades.

Pickett, Putnam and White

Glankler Brown law firm was

tional Business. <b

counties. He and his wife, Tina

selected for inclusion in The

law.

1990

Dr. David L. Smalley (MS,

William L. Bomar

Biology.

Associates Inc. <£Natalie Wilder (BFA) is a
member of the Oldcastle The

1992

Patrick Lawler (BA, MS '81),

PhD '81) was appointed direc

1982

CEO of Youth Villages, was

Townsend Thurman, have two

Best Lawyers in America 2007

G. Wayne Dowdy (BSEd)

atre Company of Bennington,

tor of the Tennessee Depart

Eric Mathews (BSME),

Margaret Craddock (MA, JD

named one of 20 of America's

sons, Blake and Palmer.

in the area of medical malprac

Vt She recently appeared in

ment of Health Laboratory

wrote Mayor Crump Don't Like

founder of Mercury Technology

'88), executive director of the

Best Leaders by U.S. News &

tice law.

Labs, was named one of the

Metropolitan Inter-Faith Associa

1985

It: Machine Politics in Memphis.

Charles Dickens' Hard Times.

Services in Nashville. He had

World Report and the Cen

Dowdy is a senior librarian and

Wilder has performed in New

been director of laboratories for

Memphis Business Journal's

ter for Public Leadership at

tion, received the Thomas W.

Michael S. Powell (BFA) is a

York City with Pulse Ensemble

the American Esoteric Labora

archivist at the Memphis Public

'Top 40 Under 40."

Harvard's John F. Kennedy

Briggs Community Service

senior designer with Counter

Theatre, Staten Island Shake

tory of Memphis (formerly

Library and Information Center.

School of Government. Youth

Award from the Thomas W.

part Communication Design.

spearean Theatre, the Inwood

Memphis Pathology Laboratory)
for the past five years and has

His work has appeared in the

Briggs Foundation.

Arkansas Review: A Journal of

Shakespeare Festival, the

day, offering residential and in-

David Sabatini (MS) received

Delta Studies, CrossRoads: A

Deptford Players and the Lite

Elizabeth "Libby" Sykes

home counseling for troubled

the Japanese Oil Chemist

Theatre Company. She also has

(JD), former deputy director of

Southern Culture Annual, Ten

children and teens.$

Society's 2006 Lectureship

the Administrative Office of the

nessee Historical Quarterly and

appeared with theatre compa

Award. While in Japan he gave

other publications.

nies in New Jersey and Florida.

Villages serves 1,600 people a
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1993

1994

1998

public relations leaders and

exemplify the spirit of the No

Memphis. She was recognized

Shali Atkinson (BA), vice

Karyn Smith Hollingsworth

Richard Almeida (MA)

creative practitioners age 35

Child Left Behind policy.

for her achievements in the

Sarah L. Harrison (JD)

president of business develop

(BA) earned a PhD in higher

received a PhD in political

and under for their outstanding

community, specifically for her

passed the Mississippi Bar

2005

achievements in the field.

Tom Depperschmidt wrote

work with the Memphis School

Exam and is now licensed to

ment for Regions Bank, was

education from the University

science from the University of

named one of the Memphis

of Mississippi in 2004. Later

Missouri. He is a visiting assis

Detritus: The SIP Initiative to

Board. Hart also was selected

practice in two states. She is an

Business Journal's "Top 40

that year she married Steven

tant professor of political sci

2000

Stalk Hitler, which relates the

for the Leadership Memphis

associate with Harris Shelton

Under 40."

Hollingsworth and relocated

ence at Southeast Missouri State

Donna Duckworth (BSEd) is

American plot to assassinate

executive program class of

Hanover Walsh PLLC.

to Las Vegas, where she is

University in Cape Girardeau.

a coordinator in Student Finan

Adolf Hitler in 1944. He is a

2007. «-

cial Services at Meharry Medical

former professor of economics
at the U of M.

communications specialist for
alumni relations at the Univer

Aure Bruneau (BA) received

College. She earned a master's

sity of Nevada, Las Vegas.

a 2006 Marketing Excellence

in education from Tennessee

Award from the Commercial

State University.

1995

Leadership Council. Bruneau

Tim Miller (MBA) was pro
Sutee Sujitparapitaya

Charles Jeffcoat (MFA) is an
Rickey Nabors (BPS, MALS

assistant professor of graphic

'06) is executive director of

design at Francis Marion Uni

Mosaic.

versity in Florence, S.C.

moted to chief financial officer

Christopher R. Bond (BS)

is group director of mark

Caroline C. Hunter (JD),

and executive vice president

Jeremy Stinson (BA, MAT '05)

and Leslie Gift Bond (BSEd

ing, Spinal and Biologies, for

deputy director of the Office

Sutee Sujitparapitaya (PhD)

of TBC Corporation. He lives

and Tonia Stinson (BM '00,

Kola Brown (BA) was

'89) announce the birth of their

Medtronic.

of Public Liaison at the White

was named associate vice

in Jupiter, Fla., with his wife,

MM '02) announce the birth of

crowned winner of the Miss

2006

House, was nominated to

president for academic affairs at

Kristen, and daughters Sophie

their first child, Mason Michael

Mahogany Scholarship Pageant

June 12. Elise joined her sister,

Juloy Raymer (BBA) has

fill a vacancy on the Election

San Jose State University.

and Vivian.

Stinson, on Feb. 23. •»

and received a $10,000 schol

Harley, and brother, Hayden, at

been promoted to administra

Assistance Commission over

their home in Collierville.

tive director over the minor

seeing compliance with voting

Dave Cannon Parkerson

2003

medical clinics for Methodist Le

laws. Hunter also has served

(BBA) was promoted to man

Debbie Mitchell (BA) is an

1996

Bonheur Healthcare. Raymer

as ombudsman in the Office

ager in the audit and enterprise

affiliate broker with Real Estate

Amy F. Black (JD) joined the

Elizabeth Lemmonds (BA,

has been with Methodist Le

risk services practice of Deloitte

Mart of Tennessee.

Glankler Brown law firm as of

MA '00) is executive director

Bonheur for seven years, first

of Citizenship and Immigration
Services in the Department of

counsel. She concentrates her

of Lantana Projects. Lantana

as charge master manager and

Homeland Security. Before that,

practice in the areas of family

brings international artists to

then revenue cycle director.

she was deputy counsel to the

Gokben Yamandag (MBA)

Laurie Christensen (JD)

law and civil litigation.

Memphis for residency pro

Republican National Committee.

was promoted to manager of

is president of the Memphis

interactive strategy and analysis

Association for Women Attor

at Archer Malmo.

neys. She is a staff attorney for

daughter, Elise June Bond, on

Amy F. Black

grams that result in an exhibi
Mike Brackin (BPS) was

language pathology.

2004

Tony Okhiria (MS) of Lan

named chief of the Southaven

a master's degree in speech

& Touche.

1999

tion or installation.

arship. She plans to pursue

One Inc. was named one of the

Baptist Memorial Health Care.

2002

(Miss.) Fire Department. He

Andrea Richardson McKin-

Memphis Business Journal's

had been deputy director of

non (BSEE) and Christopher

Top 40 Under 40."

the Alabama Fire College in

P. McKinnon (BSEE '96) are

Tuscaloosa.

the parents of Avery Patrick

J. Vincent Perryman (BS, JD

Kendra Tidwell (BA, JD

in Stuttgart, Ark. In December

McKinnon and Campbell Nicole

'05) joined Apperson, Crump &

'06) is an associate with the

he married Melissa McCrory

Mike Carpenter (BA) serves

McKinnon, born June 26. They

Maxwell as an associate in the

Glankler Brown law firm. She

(BA '04, MA '05), a teaching

on the Shelby County Commis

have an older brother, Chris

tax and estate planning section.

concentrates her practice in the

assistant and doctoral student

Paul G. Buchmann (JD) is

sion and is president and CEO

topher P. McKinnon II. The

area of litigation.

at the U of M.

an associate with the Glankler

of the West Tennessee chapter

McKinnons are employed by

of Associated Builders and

FedEx Services, Christopher as

2001

Richard J. Ripani (PhD)

trates his practice in the area of

Contractors.

a systems programming adviser

Myra Govea de Arce (EdD),

wrote The New Blue Music:

litigation.

and Andrea as a senior techni

a Spanish teacher at Snowden

Changes in Rhythm & Blues,

School, received the American

1950-1999. The book traces

Patricia Ellen Hutchins (BA) is

the development of R&B from

an archaeological technician. «•

Caren Beth Nichol (JD),

at St. John's Lutheran Church

Carrie Strehlau
Carrie Strehlau (BA), media

Star of Teaching award from the

Evans & Petree, received the

Kevin Snider (JD), partner in

relations specialist at St. Jude

U.S. Department of Education.

Sam A. Myar Jr. Memorial

the law firm of Snider, Homer

Children's Research Hospital,

She was one of 51 teachers

Award for outstanding service

& New, was named one of the

was named as one of the 2006

nationwide and the only one

Tomeka R. Hart (JD), an

to the Memphis and Shelby

Memphis Business Journal's

"15 to Watch" by PR News, a

from Tennessee to receive the

County legal profession and

Top 40 Under 40." «•

leading publication for public

community.
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Paul G. Buchmann

Brown law firm. He concen

cal quality specialist.

a principal with the law firm

Josh Hatcher (BA) is vicar

Kendra Tidwell

Tomeka R. Hart

1950-99 by analyzing the top
Gorkem Yamandag (BBA)

associate attorney with Ford &

25 songs of each decade.
Ripani is a teacher at HumeFogg Academic High School in

award. Nationally 4,000 nomi

Harrison, received the 2006

Nashville and a professional

Malmo.

relations professionals. The

nees competed for the award,

Mpact Maker Award for politi

musician and songwriter.

annual list recognizes rising

which recognizes teachers who

cal achievement from Mpact
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was promoted to associate
project manager at Archer
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Membership Matters
The University of Memphis Alumni Association expresses sympathy to the families and friends of the following individuals:

ALUMNI
(Listed alphabetically by graduation date)

1920S-30S
Lorene Riggs Loftiss '37, Sept '06
Evelyn Clark Southwood '38, Sept. '06

1940S-50S
Dorothy Cray Christoffersen '43, Sept. '06
J.L. Eason '45, Sept. '06
Dr. E. Lloyd Reed '46, Aug. '06
William L. Doyle '49, Aug. 06
Henry L. Boothe '50, Aug. 06
William L. Neal '51, '56, Oct, '06
Harold J. Williams Jr. '51, Sept. '06
Ruth Werner '53, Sept '06
Wesley R. Smith '55, Sept. '06
Robert E. Ditto '58, '63, Aug. '06
Elizabeth Ruth Johnston '58, Oct 06
Lt. Col. James S. Leonard Jr. '58, Oct. '06
Elizabeth Wells Roland '58, Sept. '06
Mary P. Vaughan '58, Sept. '06
C. William Carroll '59, Sept. '06
E. Paul Denine '59, Sept '06
William V. Herbers '59, Oct '06
Capt. Jon P. Jehl '59, Sept '06

1960S-70S
Yvonne L. Giem '61, Sept. '06
Edgar H. Sugg '61, Sept. '06
Sidney D. Bobo '62, July '06
Limmie Lee Harrell Jr. '63, '66, Sept. '06
Charles H. Neumann '63, '68, Aug. '06
Carolyn Cox Wentzell '63, Oct '06
Arthur Webb '65, Oct. '06
Diana Webb Ferrante '66, '68, Aug. '06
Ann Dailey McKenny '66, Nov. 06
Ardelle Livesay Sink '66, Aug. '06
O'Dean Jackson Bailey '67, '70, Sept. '06
Leah A. Hare '67, '70, Oct '06
Richard D. Lewis '67, Sept '06
Charles S. Steele Jr. '67, Aug. '06
N. Louise Mimms '68, Aug. 06
Donald H. Toombs '68,'72, Oct. '06
Margaret Appleton Books '70, Sept. 06
Barry L. Bannas '71, '79, Aug. '06
Charles L. McCormick Jr. '71, Oct '06
Henry Trimigen Holmes III '72, Aug. '06
Joseph L. Suter Jr. '72, Sept. '06
Joseph M. Battle '75, '77, June '05
Rev. Shirley M. Prince '75, '85, Sept. '06
Martha Goodrum Britt '76, '89, Oct. 06
Jack Brown Jr. '79 Sept. '06
John M. Hubbard '79, Oct '06

1980S-90S
Benjamin M. Boaz '80, Sept. '06
Robert C. Krause '80, '82, Sept. '06

Debbie Lynn Smith '81, Oct. '06
Allan P. Browder '82, Sept. '06
Edward Preston Smith '82, Oct '06
H. Mark Merwin '83, Oct. '06
Cornell Q. Walker '83, Oct. '06
Bobbie Adams Cash '85, Aug. '06
Nancy Brewer Helms '86, Aug. '06
Desiree E. Rukendorfer '84, Sept. '05
Ruth Plunk Kiperts '88, Aug. '06
Sue Ellen Starnes Hatton '89, '92, Aug. '06
Robert M. Secher '98, Oct. '06

FACULTY/STAFF

Dr. William L. Amminger, Aug. '06
Allan Pete Browder '82, Sept. '06
Dr. Paul Fitzgerald, Nov '06
Yvonne L. Giem '61, Sept '06
Leigh Ann Hare '67, '70, Oct. '06
John R. Hirschmann Jr. '53, Sept. '06
Elizabeth Ruth Johnston '58, Oct. '06
Barbara Olmstead, Sept. '06
George Wilson Parchman, Oct '06
Dr. Kenneth Rainey, Sept '06
Dr. John D. Ray, Aug. '06
Patricia Jean "PJ" Armstrong Smoot, Nov '06
Carolyn Facelli Zoccola, Oct. '06

Elliot Perry
(BBA '91)
Alumni Association
Annual Member
Former member of the
Alumni Association's
National Executive Board of Directors
2002 recipient of the
Alumni Association's
Outstanding Young Alumnus Award

Part owner of the Memphis Grizzlies
2007 Memphis In May Board of Directors

FRIENDS
Bess Sentell Barry, Oct. '06

Metro Conference, 1987 Freshman of the Year
1987-91 University of Memphis Tigers, #34

Elliot Perry's basketball career has been followed by fans ever since he
earned the distinction of becoming the second all-time leading scorer
in U of M history. Elliot played and started every game of his career at
the University. Perry, who scored more than 2,200points as a player for
the Tigers, played for several NBA teams after his graduation.
Although a star in the NBA, Elliot has not forgotten his U of M roots. He
has appeared in a student recruitment video for the Fogelman College
of Business & Economics, as a guest speaker at New Student Orienta
tions for incoming freshmen and has donated multiple items to the
Alumni Association's annual silent auction. Elliothas also been involved
in many community efforts to recognize and support local agencies
that serve families and youth in the Memphis Community.
He is a proud Memphis graduate and is pleased to do his part and
give back to the University that laid the foundation for his future suc
cesses. Follow in his footsteps and do the same. Show your support
for the University and become a card carrying member of the Alumni
Association. Your dues are used in part to fund more than $41,000 in
student scholarships.
You can join by calling 901/678-ALUM or online at w

w.memphis.

edu/alumni.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

ALUMNI
A S S O C I A T I O N

Graduate Assistant: Brennan Berg (BA '05)
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